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In Either Case

THERE are two movements of humanity, upward and
downward, and both are irresistible. It may seem for a
moment that the downward movement is arrested and an

upward lift may for a while rejoice the hearts that are attached
to a cause forsaken by God and Destiny. The majestic or im-
petuous rise of a religion, an idea, a nation may for a fleeting
period be held back by main force and with a fierce and infinite
labour the wheel may be driven back for the space of an inch
or even two. But God cannot be deceived and God cannot be
conquered by violence. Where He is the Charioteer, victory is
certain and if He wheels back, it is only to leave ground which is
no longer advantageous to Him and shift the conflict to terrain
fixed beforehand for the victory. Often He forces His adversaries
to drive Him from ground conquered and occupied in order that
they may exhaust their strength on a position never meant to
be permanently held and by their very triumph prepare a more
decisive overthrow.

Minute minds fix themselves on details and say, “Here we
have failed, there we have prevailed”; and if the record of de-
feats seems to be long and ill-balanced by doubtful successes,
they grow discouraged and apprehend the ruin of their cause.
So men deceive themselves as to the trend of events by not
keeping their eyes open to the great stream of inevitable ten-
dency which prevails over all backwashes and petty currents.
And where defeat is predestined for a season, their want of faith
leads to the very calamity which they apprehended. The eye of
Faith is not one with the eye of Knowledge; — Faith divines in
the large what Knowledge sees distinctly and clearly; but in the
main thing Faith and Knowledge are one and the wisdom of
the Lover is justified and supported by the wisdom of the Seer.
Faith fights for God, while Knowledge is waiting for fulfilment,
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